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Abstract
Accounting and billing of cloud resources is vital for
the operation of cloud service providers and their tenants. In this paper, we categorize the trust models of
current industrial and academic cloud billing solutions,
and discuss the problems with these models in terms of
degree of trust, scalability and robustness. Based on the
analysis, we propose a novel public trust model to ensure natural and intuitive verification of billable events
in the cloud. Leveraging a Bitcoin-like mechanism, we
design BitBill, a scalable, robust and mutually verifiable billing system for cloud computing. Our initial results show that BitBill has significantly better scalability (supporting 10x concurrent tenants using the billing
service) than the state-of-the-art third-party centralized
billing system.

1 Introduction
The ease of dynamic deployment and scaling of computation service motivates the adoption of cloud computing. Tenants of cloud computing services do not have to
maintain dedicated infrastructure, and are promised the
ability to flexibly and dynamically adjust the computational tasks as their business grow with little administrative and capital overhead [1, 2]. However, billing the
cloud is still a major concern for both the tenants and
providers of the cloud.
Trust issues between the tenants and service providers
are the main obstacles hindering the wide adoption of
cloud computing. Tenants benefit from knowing to what
extent a provider delivers the promised service. For example, 61% of IT executives and CIOs rated the “pay
only for what you use” as a very important perceived
benefit of the cloud model [2]. However, as the tenants have little or no exposure to the actual resource consumption of the cloud, they are unable to justify their
charges with their computational tasks. For providers, it

is also vital to let the tenants know that they are not overcharged, so that they will continue to use the provider’s
service. Providers also suffer from being unable to accurately account for the usage of every type of resources
by the tenants. For instance, memory bandwidth and I/O
stress cannot be precisely justified [3, 9, 15], which leads
to uncertainty and inaccuracy, and providers may lose
revenue due to undercharging. For the benefit of both
the tenants and providers, a mutually verifiable log of resource usage and service agreements should be kept by
both the provider and tenants, so that the billing is accurate for provider, and convincing for tenants.
However, resource usage accounting should not only
limited to one tenant and its provider. All tenants of
a provider are involved when the provider provisions a
piece of resource to one tenant. Public cloud resources
are shared, and providers reduce their capital and management costs by statistically multiplexing tenants on the
same infrastructure using virtualization technology [13].
For example, Amazon’s AWS1 uses an over-subscription
model to share a same piece of hardware between multiple tenants [6]. Provider’s double billing of resource
means that the performance isolation [10] between the
tenants cannot be guaranteed. While it potentially violates the contract between tenant and provider, double billing can hardly be detected by any single affected
tenant. In existing literature on billing, there lacks a
trustworthy mechanism that guards tenants against such
breach of contract.
To address the above trust issues, we start with summarizing the existing two trust models between the tenants and provider(s), and then discuss their problems.
The first model is unconditional trust, which is adopted
by all cloud providers (e.g. Amazon AWS, Microsoft
Azure2 , Rackspace3 ) in production. With this model, the
tenants have no power in the accounting and billing of
1
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the resource usage, and they trust the provider to accurately calculate the resource usage, and to bill according
to the contracts. Since there is no way for tenants to examine the actual usage, the tenants’ IT executives have
difficulty in justifying the costs.
The second model is third-party trust, which introduces an outside authority to ensure that the accounting and billing are mutually verifiable. This model
has been implemented for Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)
paradigm [13] and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS)
paradigm [2, 12]. The designated third party verifies the
resource usage and compliance with the agreement, and
billing incurred can be verified by both the tenant and the
provider. The problem with this trust model is scalability and robustness. These solutions (i.e. [2, 12, 13]) all
propose to use a centralized third party for verification,
thus introducing a single-point-of-failure (SPOF) and a
congestive hotspot. The scalability of the cloud suffers
as the processing power of the third party limits the capacity of the cloud. The robustness of the cloud is also
endangered: if the central verifier or the link to the verifier fails, the verification service will no longer be available, and the tenants again have only the provider(s) to
trust unconditionally.
Therefore, to achieve a mutually verifiable, robust and
scalable billing solution for the cloud, a new trust model
is needed. Our position in this paper is that, by forming
a cryptographic peer-to-peer (p2p) network of the tenants and provider(s), we can adopt the Bitcoin-like [11]
mechanism to design a billing system, BitBill, for the
cloud, so that the aforementioned desirable properties
can be achieved.
BitBill establishes a public trust model where the
nodes in the network do not trust any single entity, but the
network as a whole. Inspired by Bitcoin, BitBill provides
an elegant solution to the problem of keeping a global
state in an untrustworthy environment, i.e. thew wellknown Byzantine Generals Problem [5]. In the context of
cloud accounting and billing, this global state is a log of
all the resource provision and usage of all the tenants and
the provider(s), and this state (or log) serves as the verified record for billing. With collaboration among tenants
in one resource pool (e.g. tenants using a same physical
rack), the tenants and provider(s) verify and fully agree
on one log of events, based on which billing is straightforward. This solution is scalable and robust, since the
message is broadcasted on a best effort basis and does
not assume any network condition. In addition, double
billing can easily be detected, because any piece of the
resource pool allocated to some tenants affects the available resource of the other tenants in the same resource
pool.
It is important to note the BitBill is orthogonal to pricing or state monitoring in the cloud. Our scope is limited

to keeping a global “ledger” of the resource-related activities in the cloud. We build on previous state monitoring
solutions [2, 7, 13] to design BitBill.
BitBill has the following advantages over existing
billing systems and architectures:
• BitBill introduces a new trust model, the public trust
model, with regard to mutually verifiable billing in the
cloud.
• We make novel use of the Bitcoin-like mechanism to
deal with the Byzantine Generals Problem that comes
with this model.
• We design a scalable and robust billing and accounting solution for the cloud with BitBill by implementing the trust model in a p2p manner. Our initial results
show that BitBill is significantly more scalable (supporting 10x concurrent tenants) than the state-of-theart third-party centralized billing system.
We discuss related work in Section 2, and introduce
the BitBill system in Section 3. We perform numerical
simulations of BitBill in Section 4 to examine its operational overhead. Section 5 discusses further issue of
BitBill, and we conclude the paper in Section 6 with a
summary and a roadmap of our future work.

2 Related Work
Current cloud services in industry all used unconditional
trust model for billing, while current works in academia
focus on the third-party trust model. The following three
proposed solutions are most related to our BitBill design.
• ALIBI [2] defines three types of integrity: image, execution and accounting. ALIBI uses nested virtualization to place a trusted “Observer” at the highest privilege level underneath the providers platform software
and all customer instances.
• A high level systematic solution for verifiable resource
accounting is proposed [13]. A “verifier” service is
defined on an abstract level, and practical approximations and relaxations are designed for realization of
this conceptual design.
• THEMIS [12] explores how billing of transactions in
cloud computing can be mutually verified by both tenant and provider with small computational overhead.
THEMIS uses a cloud notary authority to oversee
the resource consumption, which makes future resolutions of dispute more acceptable and objective.
The common feature in all three proposals is that there
is a third-party that supervises the resource allocation
and/or billing to achieve the desired properties of billing
for the cloud. The problems with this feature are threefold.
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cles, memory bandwidth, memory size, I/O bandwidth,
network bandwidth. The definition of billable events depends on requirements of different providers, and the
events usually include usage of CPU cycles, network
bandwidths, storage I/O, etc. Generally speaking, a billable event should be the consumption of cloud resources.
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Figure 1: BitBill system concept

3.2 Proof-of-work technique

First, the trust between the third-party and tenants (or
provider) must be established. THEMIS provides the
required degree of trust and security by simulating the
Public Key Infrastructure [4]. However, such mechanism only verifies the transaction, but does not protect
the tenants against the over-provisioning of resources by
provider. The tenants have no choice but to trust the ruling of the third-party in terms of billing, which is fundamentally the same as unconditional trust model.
Second, it makes the billing system inherently vulnerable to potential attacks. As all transactions have to be
processed by the third party, if the third-party is down,
the billing cannot continue. Keeping the billing always
available is an integral part of provider’s operation, therefore a single-point-of-failure of the trusted third-party
verifier may bring down the providers using its service.
Lastly, scalability of the verification of the transactions
becomes an important issue when the number of tenants
grows. The trusted third-party is a congestive hotspot
as all billing requests have to be processed by it. Every
virtual machine of every tenant needs to have its resource
usage verified, which poses heavy load on the verifier as
we illustrated in the evaluation section later.
We propose BitBill as a cloud billing system that is
based on a novel public trust model, so as to avoid the
aforementioned drawbacks.

The over-subscription problem is that the tenant cannot
be sure that the service provider did not “double bill” the
resource, and therefore its performance may be influence
by the performance of other tenants. Existing proposals have introduced third-party to solve this problem, but
this centralized solution also introduces problem of trust
issues, scalability and robustness. In BitBill, we need all
the participants to agree on a single history of the order
of events. Thus every billable event has to be announced.
For every resource consumption event by the tenant and
resource allocation event by the provider, a log message
signed by the corresponding party is broadcasted to the
network. In this way, full history of billable events are
known to the BitBill network, and therefore the first provisioning of the resource can be found. However, malicious nodes may forge false events to cheat the other
nodes, and to counter this, we employ the Proof-of-work
(PoW) technique used by Bitcoin [11].
The problem caused by the malicious node is formally
the Byzantine Generals Problem [5], and Bitcoin solves
it by adding a cost to the announcement, so as to create insurmountable difficulty for the malicious nodes to
forge transcations. The cost is designed such that the
rate of confirmed announcement is slowed down, and the
inherent randomness of the cost ensures that only one
participants will be able to broadcast at a time. The randomness is due to the calculation of a random hash function. In BitBill, as shown in Figure 2, the input of the
hash function is the entire hashed history of the billable
events up to the current point in time and a random number (“Nonce”). Only a hash value where the first 5 characters are zero is accepted by BitBill as the “proof of
work”. Since a hash output is easy to verify but hard to
find the corresponding input, the other nodes can examine the announcement quickly, and continue to work on
the subsequent announcement. Later blocks are chained
after it, validating the history of events.
Note that BitBill uses a much easier PoW than Bitcoin, which requires the hash to have the initial 13 characters to be 0 [11]. We illustrate the computational difficulty in the evaluation section. BitBill use a easier version because the logging events are frequently occurring
in a cloud, therefore we need higher announcement frequency than bitcoin.

3 BitBill Overview
3.1 Public trust model
The problem we intend to deal with comes with the public trust model. In this model, no single entity is trustworthy, but the network is trusted as a whole, given
the only condition that the malicious participants control less computational power than the honest ones. In
BitBill network for the IaaS paradigm, as shown in Figure 1, the tenants and provider(s) form a p2p network that
maintains a log of billable events collaboratively using
a Bitcoin-like protocol described below. With BitBill,
we can achieve mutually-verifiable, robust and scalable
billing of cloud resources.
Before going into details of the design of BitBill, we
first clarify the terms and concepts involved. Cloud network resources include, be not limited to, the CPU cy3

only the longest one. For the case that two nodes broadcast different versions of the next block simultaneously,
some nodes may receive one or the other first. In that
case, they work on the first one they received, but save
the other branch in case it becomes longer. The tie will be
broken when the next PoW is found and one branch becomes longer; the nodes that were working on the other
branch will then switch to the longer one.
New billable event broadcasts do not necessarily need
to reach all nodes. As long as they reach many nodes,
a block will eventually collect them. Block broadcasts
are also fault tolerant in case of dropped messages. If
a node does not receive a block announcement, it will
realizes it missed the block when it receives the subsequent block(s). Upon realization, the node will request
the missed block.
With a single history of billable events known, the
billing can be done easily. For each settlement between
the provider and the tenant, the billing is done according to the longest block chain maintained in the BitBill
network. The tenants and the provider will not have any
dispute, since there is only one history of record.
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Figure 2: Proof-of-work Mechanism
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Figure 3: Merkle tree and billing verification

As every tenant have to run BitBill to participate in the
billing system, it is important that BitBill does not incur unnecessary overhead during its operation. To examine this, we perform numerical simulations to evaluate the computational overhead and network overhead of
BitBill. In the evaluation section, we focus on the computational load of BitBill and the scalability (determined
by the network overhead).
For Bitcoin-like protocols, the computational difficulty is usually measured by the average time required to
generate a block. This can be adjusted by either changing the hash function (e.g. Litecoin [14]), or adjusting the
parameters to relax the requirement of accepting a hash.
We chose the latter approach for BitBill, and the difficulty difference is shown in Figure 4. Bitcoin takes 10
minutes to generate one block, Litecoin 2.5 minutes and
BitBill takes less than 1 minute. Smaller block generation time is suitable for a small p2p network in the cloud
compared to the Bitcoin network, which has hundreds of
thousand of nodes.
We continue to analyze the scalability of BitBill compared with a centralized third-party verifier. For BitBill,
the critical link is the one with highest volume of broadcasted messages, while for the third-party model, the
critical link is the one connected to the verifier. In the
simulation, we vary the number of VMs in the network
from 10 to 104 , and we assumer the VMs send their messages (usage reports) every 5 seconds. Each message is
500Kb in size. We set all the link bandwidth to be 1Gbps.

3.3 Verification of events
BitBill uses a Merkle tree [8] to store and verify events
efficiently. Merkle tree is a tree in which every non-leaf
node is labelled with the hash of the labels of its children
nodes. Merkle tree is suitable for BitBill because they
allow efficient and secure verification of the contents of
larger data structures.
In Figure 3, billable Item 2 is being verified by a
node through the Merkle root in the header of the current longest block-chain known to the node.

3.4 BitBill node operation
The BitBill network runs as follows:
1. Broadcast new transactions are to the network.
2. Each node collects new transactions they receive
into a block.
3. Each node works on finding a difficult proof-ofwork for its block.
4. When a node finds a proof-of-work, it broadcasts
the block to all nodes.
5. Nodes accept the block only if all transactions in it
are valid.
6. Nodes express their acceptance of the block by
working on creating the next block in the chain, using
the hash of the accepted block as the previous hash.
BitBill nodes will consider the longest chain to be the
correct one, and they will keep working on extending
4
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piece of information to anyone. Therefore the privacy of
the tenants is protected. Any tenant in the network can
only know the resource usage of a node, but the node’s
identity can not be known.
Deployment BitBill can be preinstalled by provider as
a software package along with the VM. A trusted hash of
the package can be used by the tenants to verify the integrity of the package. Tenant can also install their own
BitBill module on their VMs, and participate in the network voluntarily. In this way, the trust model is flexible,
since unconditional, third-party and public trust models
can co-exist in the same cloud.
Resource monitoring BitBill can build upon and extend monitoring tools in both industry and academia [7].
However, these solutions are provider-centric, and focus
on resource information collection efficiency. The tenants does not benefit from them. BitBill, by establishing
a public trust model, empowers the tenants so that they
can gather evidence of correctness from the broadcasts
of the other tenants. ALIBI is a first step in incorporating
resource monitoring into billing, and we can built on it
to implement a better trust model.
Security issues BitBill defends against malicious insider nodes with PoW mechanism. The attacker will
have to redo all the PoW in order to forge a history of
events that can be accepted by the other nodes. Like Bitcoin [11], BitBill is essentially one-CPU-one-vote, and
the system is secure as long as the majority of the nodes
are honest.
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Figure 4: Comparison of difficulty of different Bitcoinbased protocols
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Figure 5: BitBill scalability compared against a centralized third-party verifier
In Figure 5, we plot the occupancy of bandwidth of
the critical link in both models measured in our numerical simulation. When the number of VM is 104, the
link occupancy is almost 100% for the centralized model,
and therefore the billing service cannot support anymore
VMs. Whereas the occupancy of BitBill is kept under
10% for the same amount of VMs, and the maximum
number of VMs supported is 10 times that of state-ofthe-art centralized mechanism. We can conclude that
BitBill is a billing system that is much more scalable,
i.e. it can accommodate much more VMs than any centralized mechanism.

6 Conclusion and future work
In this paper we propose a novel trust model, public trust,
for billing in the cloud. With a distributed mechanism,
BitBill maintains a global log of billable events in a completely untrustworthy environment. Due to its distributed
nature, BitBill is both scalable and robust to network failure, which is unaddressed in existing literature.
For future work, we intend to implement BitBill as a
kernel module, and deploy BitBill on a real testbed. We
understand that the solution that we proposed are preliminary, and some practical issues must be resolved. The
issues include: measuring and reducing the network I/O
overhead, reducing the computational load of the module, minimizing the resource monitoring overhead of the
module, etc. We intend to address these issues during the
implementation and experiments in the future.

5 Discussion
In this section we discuss several issues regarding the
implication of public trust model, deployment and implementation issues about BitBill.
Management layer mechanism to protect performance isolation Due to BitBill’s model of public trust, it
is also a natural management level mechanism to protect
against performance interference [10] between tenants.
Statistical multiplexing is the source of such interference,
and BitBill can detect the “double billing” with the collaboration among the tenants. This management layer
performance isolation can assist the isolation mechanism
on other layers of the cloud.
Privacy BitBill keeps tenant privacy by making public
keys anonymous. The public can see only the amount
of resource assigned to some node, but cannot link this
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